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            		Cellinea was formulated to combat cellulite in a safe and effective way.

            		

            		The secret is in the ingredients – they’re all carefully selected and of the highest quality. They were clinically tested and proven to be effective.

            	
            		
            	

            	Order now Find out why it’s worth using Cellinea »
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				Cellulite (adiposis edematosa) is a skin condition caused by fat cells and the connective tissue that holds adipocytes (fat cells) in place. Female connective tissue is too rigid to allow for cell expansion resulting in a molecular bulge upward toward the surface of the skin. The result is the ‘orange-peel appearance’ commonly known as cellulite. Metabolic maladies, abnormal hyperpolymerization of the connective tissue and chronic venous insufficiency also contribute to the creation of cellulite. What seems like a problem that is only skin deep is actually a health condition coming from within your skin.
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	Your browser does not support the video tag.
	 

            I had cellulite, but thanks to Cellinea I'm getting rid of it. Cellinea is an intake cellulite pill and you can get yours at cellinea.com. I mean I feel so fantastic! I took 2 capsules a day - one after breakfast, and another 30 minutes before phisical activity and after 3 weeks I saw results! And after 8 I almost had no cellulite! That's right! NO CELLULITE! That's the best product. You gotta tray! CELLINEA.COM 
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            Cellinea is not a cosmetic product; it is a scientifically proven treatment for the underlying causes of cellulite in women. By balancing the harmful agents in your fat cells and enhancing the flexibility of ‘shearing points’ where fat cells abut connective tissue, Cellinea eliminates cellulite at the cellular level. Improving the health of your skin and resulting in smoother, softer, more beautiful epidermal surface appearance as well. With Cellinea you can finally show off your inner beauty to the outside world.
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                	I was unemployed and looking for a new career. My resume was strong and I kept getting interviews but I never seemed to get called back after that. My friend politely suggested I work a little harder on my appearance. Some new clothes and Cellinea gave me more confidence and I landed my new career.

                	Maria, 53 - Los Angeles

                
	
                	Working in the fashion industry I have to always make sure my own appearance is maintained at the highest level. Cellinea works, it does exactly what they say it does and it’s one less beauty issue for me to deal with every morning. Try it and throw away those creams that don’t work anyway… you’ll save a fortune in cosmetic costs.

                	Karen, New York

                
	
                	My daughter actually asked me ‘what’s happening’ to the backs of my legs. It was really embarrassing because you want yourself to always look your best and you want your daughter to believe she will always be beautiful when she gets older. Finding Cellinea not only restored my skin, it also helped to restore my daughter’s belief that her Mom is beautiful!

                	Debbie, San Diego
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